4-3-2-1 Rules of Play
Drawing to the jack is a very important strategy in the game of lawn bowls.
4-3-2-1 is a fun and effective way to perfect this skill.
4-3-2-1 is a "singles" game open to all club members for $1.00 fee each Tuesday evening beginning Tuesday,
June 3rd. at 7:00 p.m. Sign-in promptly on arrival. Arriving after the draw is done may prohibit participation.
RULES:
 Players will use 4 bowls, 3 players per rink. (4 players, by exception, for large turn-outs)
 Players will keep their own scorecards.
 Players must leave their scorecards on the sign-in table before leaving at the end of the evening.
 For the first end, your scorecard will indicate your rink number and the order of play by position
number. Position No. 1 will deliver the JACK and the first bowl. Positions 2 and 3 bowl in order.
 Players must not go to the head until all bowls have been delivered.
 For the following 3 ends, the player counting the "4" bowl (the bowl closest to the Jack), will deliver
the Jack and the player with the higher score of the remaining 2 and 3 player bowls next. Player in
position 2 rakes the bowls. Position 3 sets the Jack.
 After 4 ends have been completed, the top scorer will move to the next rink (i.e from rink 3 to rink 4)
and that new player on the rink delivers the Jack and first bowl. If there is a tie, the player closest to
the Jack in the 4 end moves on.
 How to score: The bowl closest to the Jack will count 4 points - next closest will count 3 points - next
closest 2 points and the fourth closest will count 1 point. A total of aggregate 10 points is scored each
end. Each 4 end total should be 40 points.
 If there are 4 players, each player uses 3 bowls only. Scoring is the same, 4+3+2+1=10.
 If the Jack is killed, the end is declared dead. The player causing the "dead end" will earn no points
and the 2 opponents will receive 5 points each for that end. (If there are 3 opponents they will receive
3 points each and flip a coin for the remaining 1 point.)
Don't forget to TURN IN YOUR SCOCRECARD … with your name on top!!!

To help your drawmasters in tallying
the scores, please fill in the scorecards
as shown in this example. The drawmasters will keep a running tally of
your scores for the month for posting.
Write in the rink number for each 4end set, even if you don’t move.
On the last Tuesday evening of each
month, a social time will be held after
bowling with prizes and draws awarded for that month.

